Are you looking to start a graduate career in software? Interested in a small company with a great culture, that’s also very successful and offers graduate remuneration of £40,000? Or are you looking for a challenging and rewarding internship with a salary of £25,000 pro-rata?

If so, I’d like to invite you to find out more about Ensoft.

Ensoft is one of the UK’s most successful small software companies, with a team of about 70 engineers and £10 million revenue. The Internet depends each day on the code we write – it’s challenging work that matters, and we enjoy doing it really well.

We’ve grown by recruiting some of the very best Oxbridge graduates each year. Our graduate remuneration of £40,000 is set at a level to attract the best applicants, and it rises rapidly in line with performance. Interns earn £25,000 pro rata for both full summer placements and week-long micro-internships.

If you bring the computer science knowledge and coding skills needed to tame Internet-scale complex systems, you can solve challenging problems as part of a world-class software engineering team. We encourage any Computer Science students who want a career developing software (from first years to postgraduate) to apply for our internships or graduate positions.

The application process is simple: send a CV to recruitment@ensoft.co.uk by midnight on Monday 20th November 2017. Interviews are held on Tuesday 28th November at Wolfson College, Cambridge. Interviews last for no more than two hours.

If you’d like to be notified about this deadline, and also events when we’re in town, you can follow us on Twitter (@ensoftuk) or Facebook (ensoftuk).

There is more information on our website about the details to provide in your CV at www.ensoft.co.uk/careers/applying.

We look forward to hearing from you!